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ABSTRACT Deep Learning (DL) is an effective technique for dealing with complex systems. This study
proposes a hybrid DL approach, a combination of one-dimensional Convolutional Neural Network (Conv1D)
and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) (hereinafter referred to as hybrid Conv1D-MLP model), for multi-step-
ahead (1-day to 5-day in advance) daily rainfall prediction. Nine meteorological variables, closely associated
with daily rainfall variation, are used as inputs to the hybrid model. The causal variables are obtained from
a General Circulation Model (GCM). In general, simulation of meteorological variables from GCM is much
better than rainfall estimate and observed records of meteorological variables is sparsely available, if not
completely unavailable at many locations. Thus, proposed scheme helps to establish the effectiveness of the
DL approach in augmenting the quality of rainfall prediction, exploiting the potential of GCM in simulating
meteorological variables. The developed hybrid model is applied to twelve different locations in different
climatic regimes in terms of daily precipitation characteristics. The proposed hybrid approach is compared
with a DL approach namely, Multi-Layered Perceptron (deep MLP) and another machine learning approach
namely, Support Vector Regression (SVR). It is also found that the performance of the model gradually
decreases as the prediction lead time (in days) increases. Overall, this study establishes the fact that the hybrid
Conv1D-MLP model is more effective in capturing the complex relationship between the causal variables
and daily variation of rainfall. The benefit is due to the unification of potentials of individual approaches for
extracting the hidden features of hydrometeorological association.

INDEX TERMS Deep learning (DL), multi-layer perceptron (MLP), hybrid DL models (Conv1D-MLP),
multi-step-ahead rainfall prediction, one-dimensional convolutional neural network (Conv1D), support
vector regression (SVR).

I. INTRODUCTION
Precipitation is one of the important components in the hydro-
logic system. It is also one of the six intrinsic parts of weather
prediction. In the last few decades, the spatiotemporal dis-
tribution of precipitation is getting modified as an impact
of changing climate. This leads to simultaneous drought and
flood like situation within a spatial distance of a few hundred
kilometers [1]. Considering the Indian mainland, many cases
of extreme rainfall events had been recorded in the southern,
east-central, northern and north-western parts of the country
[2]. For instances, Gujarat and Maharashtra in 2005, Ladakh
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in 2010, Uttarakhand in 2013, Tamil Nadu and Puducherry
in 2015 and Kerala in 2018 received unusually heavy rain-
fall that led to a huge loss of life and property [3]. Daily
rainfall is affected by numerous uncertain factors, including
climatic conditions, local meteorological factors, and atmo-
spheric circulations. Quantitative prediction of daily rainfall
is a challenging task and holds paramount importance for
many operational and scientific applications.

There are several methods available with their own merits
and demerits. Many of them require detailed information
on the physical processes responsible for the occurrence of
rainfall, and also their simulations are computationally chal-
lenging [4]–[8]. Recent developments in Artificial Intelli-
gence (AI)/Machine Learning (ML) are proven to be highly
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potential approaches in understanding many such complex
phenomena with a wide range of computational challenges,
such as image processing, sequence learning, speech recog-
nition, communication network etc. [5]–[9]. The application
of AI/ML in hydrology has a long history since 1990s [10].
In these approaches, inherent physical processes are implic-
itly considered through AI without any explicit requirement
as it is in physical and conceptual models [11], [12]. Such
approaches are widely used in hydroclimatic modelling viz.
rainfall and drought prediction, extreme climate event iden-
tification and water demand forecast. Methods like Artifi-
cial Neural Networks (ANNs), Support Vector Regression
(SVR), Gene Expression Programming (GEP) etc. are being
successfully used recently [12], [13]. For example, Sawale
and Gupta [14] proposed an algorithm based on a neural
network that forecasts atmospheric conditions. The authors
used a hybrid architecture comprising of a Hopfield Network
(HN) and a Back PropagationNetwork (BPN) approach. Cha-
raniya and Dudul [15] proposed two different ANN models
for forecasting consecutive rainfall values based on previous
day lagged rainfall values. In this study, a pattern recogni-
tion approach of the neural network was adopted to extract
the relevant spatiotemporal feature of historical rainfall data
Lee et al. [16] presented an ANN algorithm for forecasting
early summer rainfall for Geum River Basin in South Korea.
In this analysis, the observed rainfall data was assumed to
follow a normal distribution, and it was classified into three
categories viz. below, near and above normal. Themodel gave
very poor performance in classifying the above and below
the normal category of rainfall. Furthermore, various con-
junction models with ANN, such as the wavelet–neuro fuzzy
model [17] and data pre-processing coupled ANN [18], have
also been used successfully to predict precipitation. Several
similar studies have effectively carried out rainfall forecasting
and reported the applicability of Machine Learning (ML)
algorithms [19]–[27].

In contrast to all the aforementioned computing tech-
niques, Deep Learning (DL) is one of the recently popularized
AI approach that is beneficial in many multi-dimensional
aspects. It has the ability to utilize raw data and automati-
cally extracts the data features using successive layer repre-
sentation. These layers contribute information of the model
and provide the flexibility to use multiple hierarchical layers
and learn from exposure to data without any human exper-
tise [9]. Several DL techniques viz. Multi-Layer Perceptron
(MLP), Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN), Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM)
etc., so far has been applied successfully in various fields
such as in image recognition [22], [28], speech recogni-
tion [29], [30], medical science [31], language understand-
ing [32], rainfall forecasting [33] etc., and it has outper-
formed the existing AI/ML algorithms. These results suggest
that DL may have potential applicability in many different
domains, which has motivated researchers to explore and
apply it for forecasting hydrologic variables at various spatio-
temporal scales. For instance, Liu et al. [34] presented a DL

based deep MLP approach to process a huge weather dataset
which was used to forecast the weather for next 24 hour
(Liu et al. ([35] presented a DL based CNN approach to iden-
tify the extreme weather condition from the climate dataset.
It was the first DL based study performed for detecting cli-
mate extreme Zhang et al. [36] presented a DL based deep
belief network algorithm for forecasting next day precipita-
tion using seven environmental factors from the previous day.
They found a better accuracy in the forecast as compared
with various ML and statistical algorithms. However, there
were several days for which the forecast was not reason-
ably good. Ghaderi et al. [37] presented a DL based RNN
approach for forecasting the next hour wind speed which
outperformed various widely used benchmark ML models.
Aswin et al. [38] presented DL based architectures, namely
LSTM and CNN for prediction of rainfall magnitude. In this
study, rainfall dataset for January month (1979-2018), from
the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) was
used. Both the DL architectures were trained and optimized
on this Global Average Monthly (GAM) dataset. The pro-
posed architecture predicted the GAM rainfall value. How-
ever, both the architectures have a similar root mean squared
error (RMSE) indicating a scope of improvement in both the
architectures Hu et al. [39] presented a DL based LSTM
approach for simulating rainfall-runoff process which out-
performs the ANN models. In order to forecast the visibility
at airports, Salman et al. [40] presented a hybrid approach
consisting of DL based LSTM and ARIMA model using
three atmospheric variables viz. temperature, dew point and
humidity. Wang and Li [41] presented a hybrid approach to
forecast multi-step-ahead wind speed using optimal feature
extraction and DL based LSTM methodology. Haidar and
Verma [33] used a DL based one-dimensional deep CNN
approach (Conv 1D) to forecast the monthly rainfall at Inn-
isfail, Australia. In this study, eleven climate indices and
sunspot values were used as the predictors. The obtained
result was compared with MLP and the forecasting model of
the Bureau of Meteorology, Australia. The analysis revealed
that Conv 1D model performance was better for the months
having higher annual mean whereas it was not good for
months having lower annual mean of rainfall. Likewise, dif-
ferent DL based researches have been attempted in recent
past to forecast different hydroclimatic variables in different
parts of the world ( [27], [42]–[48] etc.). Therefore, daily
rainfall prediction would be another potential field of appli-
cation. It is established in the existing literature that DL
primarily serves two functionalities: a) model building with
higher prediction efficiency, greater processing capability,
and reduced human intervention, and b) data mining to sup-
port discoveries that expand the current state of knowledge
and capabilities [49]. The former can be effectively used in
the field of hydroclimatology to study the nonlinear, com-
plex, and hidden information of the hydrologic time series
and develop prediction models at various spatio-temporal
scale. This forms the motivation of this study, i.e. to explore
the potential of the DL approaches in hydrometeorological
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FIGURE 1. Study area map showing location of IMD grid points, GCM grid Points and
cities of Maharashtra.

studies. Hydrometeorological prediction of daily rainfall pre-
diction is considered in this study.

Objective of this study is to extract the hidden sequential
information between rainfall (target) and associated meteo-
rological (causal) variables in order to develop a multi-step-
ahead rainfall prediction model at daily time-scale. Following
specific contributions are made in this study.

• This study proposes a hybrid DL approach, a combina-
tion of one-dimensional Convolutional Neural Network
(Conv1D) and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) (here-
inafter referred to as hybrid Conv1D-MLP model), for
multi-step-ahead (1-day to 5-day-ahead) daily rainfall
prediction.

• Nine meteorological variables, closely associated with
daily rainfall variation, are used as inputs to the hybrid
model. The causal variables are obtained from a General
Circulation Model (GCM). In general, simulation of
meteorological variables from GCM is much better than
rainfall estimate and observed records of meteorolog-
ical variables is sparsely available, if not completely
unavailable at many locations. Thus, proposed scheme
helps to establish the effectiveness of the DL approach
in augmenting the quality of rainfall prediction, exploit-
ing the potential of GCM in simulating meteorological
variables.

• Next, the proposed hybrid approach is compared with a
DL approach namely, Multi-Layered Perceptron (deep
MLP) and another machine learning approach namely,
Support Vector Regression (SVR).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes the study area, details of data along with their
sources. Section III describes the methodology of data
preparation and the proposed approach. Criteria for model
performance evaluation are also discussed in this section.

Section IV presents the results and discussion. First, the per-
formance of the hybrid Conv1D-MLP model in the predic-
tion of rainfall with different lead times (1-day to 5-day) is
presented, and next, it is compared with other models (deep
MLP and SVR). Conclusions are drawn in Section V.

II. STUDY AREA AND DATA COLLECTION
Twelve cities in the state of Maharashtra, India are consid-
ered in this study. These are Akola, Amravati, Aurangabad,
Chandpur, Kolhapur, Latur, Nagpur, Nanded, Nashik, Navi
Mumbai, Pune and Solapur. Maharashtra spans over a wide
range of climatological conditions: the low rainfall regions
of the state are under constant risk of droughts, whereas high
rainfall zones of eastern andwestern regions are prone to flash
floods and landslides. The state faces deficit in rainfall almost
once in 5 years, severe droughts almost once in 8-9 years,
and spells of extreme rainfall events in almost every year
(source: https:// www.indiawaterportal.org/articles/droughts-
maharashtra-lack-management-or-vagaries-climate-change
accessed in February 2020). Due to its vulnerability to high
disaster, the study area offers a good case to test the potential
of DL in multi-step-ahead daily rainfall prediction across
different climatic regimes.

The period of analysis is 1941-2005. During this entire
period, daily values of nine variables viz. maximum air tem-
perature, geopotential height, longwave radiation, maximum
relative humidity, minimum relative humidity, u-wind speed,
v-wind speed, sea level pressure and rainfall are obtained. Out
of these variables, rainfall values are observed records, and
obtained from India Meteorological Department (IMD) with
a spatial resolution of 0.25◦ (latitude) × 0.25◦ (longitude).
Other causal variables are the simulation (hindcast) outputs
with a spatial resolution of 2.8125◦ (latitude)× 2.7906◦ (lon-
gitude) from the second generation Canadian Earth System
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FIGURE 2. A schematic representation of the proposed hybrid Conv1D-MLP model architecture.

Model (CanESM2). The GCM grid points (green stars), IMD
grid points (black dots), and the location of the aforemen-
tioned cities (red dots) are shown in Fig. 1.

III. METHODOLOGY
A. DATA PREPARATION
In this study, data preparation and handling are entirely
done in Scientific Python Development Environment (spy-
der) notebook. Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW) method is
used to obtain the values of all the causal and target variables
at the specific city locations from its nearest neighboring four
grid intersections.

The variables are scaled between 0 and 1, using Min-
Max Scaler class from the sklearn preprocessing available in
scipy library to avoid the problem of scaling. After scaling,
the dataset is split into two parts, i.e. training and testing. A k-
fold cross validation is used to evaluate the prediction skill of
the model. Accordingly, seven (k) approximately equal folds
are considered and the model is repeatedly trained on the
remaining six (k−1) folds, and its performance is measured
on the remaining fold. This leads to approximately 85% of
the data as the training set and rest 15% as the testing set.

The values of the nine causal variables from previous five
consecutive days are simultaneously used as input to predict
the daily rainfall with a lead time of 1-day to 5-days.

B. MODEL ARCHITECTURE
The proposed hybrid Conv1D-MLP model is developed in
the spyder notebook using Keras, which is a powerful library
for large scale DL algorithms. The developed model is a
sequential type. A schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 2. The
first part consists of a Conv1D network and the second part
consists of MLP network.

Conv1D is a type of CNN used in various applications
including sequence prediction problems viz. time series anal-
ysis and forecasting [50], [51]. It comprises of the input
layer, a fully connected output layer with activation function,

and between them, there is an arbitrary number of hidden
layer(s) along with the activation functions. The function
of the input layer is to receive the signal (input data) in a
three-dimensional format and transfer it to the hidden layer.
Hidden layers are the computational engine of the model.
These may have one or more layers of the Conv1D layer, max
pooling layer and dropout layer depending on the need for
the problem. The Conv1D layer is the main building block of
CNN. It consists of filters to extract features from the input
signal and kernels to specify the height of the filter. Themodel
is trained on the defined dimension and extracts the hidden
information of the sequence. A max-pooling layer (if used) is
generally used after the Conv1D layer. It helps in reducing the
complexity of the output and also the chance of overtraining.
The function of the dropout layer (if used) is to randomly
assign zero weights to neurons of the network, which makes
it less sensitive towards smaller variation, thus improving the
accuracy of the model on unseen data [52].

MLP network receives the input from the Conv1D model
(Fig. 2). It is also a fully connected ANN that receives the
data in a one-dimensional vector form. Therefore, after the
convolutional layer, a flattened layer is added. Next, a fully
connected dense layer along with the activation functions
are added. The fully connected layers have a more number
of neurons than output layers. In this way, neural networks
are allowed to think wider before they converged to the
output layer. Output layer is also a fully connected dense
layer responsible for giving the prediction. There are several
parameters to be specified to fix the model architecture. This
is problem specific and details are provided in the results and
discussion section of this paper.

After configuring the layers, the model is trained on a set
of input and output data (numerical values) to learn the rela-
tionship between them [53]. Training involves adjustments
of weights and biases (parameters) to minimize the error.
It is achieved through backpropagation, which adjusts the
parameters considering the error (loss) in the predictions.
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FIGURE 3. A typical plot showing the change in the value of the loss function (MSE)
of the proposed hybrid network over the epochs for training and testing data
(Navi-Mumbai).

FIGURE 4. Comparative scatter plots between observed and 1-day-ahead predicted rainfall at Navi-Mumbai for the training data as indicated in the
figure header: (a) hybrid Conv1D-MLP, (b) deep MLP and (c) SVR.

There are several error based metrics, e.g., mean squared
error (MSE) and log loss etc. Once the model is properly
trained, it is ready for further use.

C. OTHER MODELS FOR COMPARISON
The performance of the proposed hybrid Conv1D-MLP
model is compared with other two models – i) deep learning
based Multi-Layered Perceptron (deep MLP) and ii) machine
learning approach namely, Support Vector Regression (SVR)
[20], [33], [54]. These models are also developed using the
same Keras package in the spyder notebook. In both cases,
the same proportion of the training and testing datasets are
used considering same 7-fold cross-validation.

The deep MLP contains an input layer to feed the data,
a number of hidden layers for performing the computation

and an output layer for predicting a value or a vector of
values. MLPs also have an activation function in the hidden
and output layers that maps the sum of the weighted input
to the output of the neuron. After configuring the layers, the
designed architecture is trained on a set of input and output
data to learn the relationship between them [53]. Training of
deep MLP model involves adjustments of weights and biases
(parameters) to minimize the error using backpropagation
algorithm. There are several error based metrics as mentioned
before. Properly trained model is used for predictions.

SVR is a supervised ML algorithm, based on the support
vectors of Support Vector Machine (SVM) [55]. It helps to
map the input data using a nonlinear mapping function to
a high dimensional space in order to make them linearly
separable. The optimization of SVRwas carried out using two
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FIGURE 5. Same as Fig. 4 but for the testing data: (a) hybrid Conv1D-MLP, (b) deep MLP and (c) SVR.

FIGURE 6. Average coefficient of correlation obtained for multi-step-ahead (1-day to 5-day) rainfall prediction during training and testing period using
(a) hybrid Conv1D-MLP, (b) deep MLP and (c) SVR. The error bar shows the range (maximum to minimum) of the metric for each lead time obtained from
7 folds.

regularization parameter Gamma (γ ) and cost function (C)
of radial basis function (RBF). RBF is a nonlinear kernel
function popularly used in SVR [56]. These two parameters
of RBF are interdependent and their optimal value is found
by trial and error analysis. More details on SVR can be found
in the literature [12], [55].

D. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION CRITERIA
The performance of the hybrid Conv1D-MLP model is
compared with SVR and deep MLP models through three
statistical measures viz. Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE),
coefficient of correlation (r), Nash–Sutcliffe Efficiency
(NSE). The prediction skill is assessed for k-fold cross-
validation and average values of aforementioned metrics for
all k folds are obtained.

The coefficient of correlation is a measure of linear associ-
ation between two variables. The value of r is computed as:

r =

n∑
t=1

(
Yt − Ȳ

) (
Y ′t − Ȳ

′
)

n∑
t=1

(
Yt − Ȳ

) n∑
t=1

(
Y ′t − Ȳ ′

) (1)

where, Yt (mm) and Y ′t (mm) represent the observed and pre-
dicted rainfall at the time t , (mm) and Ȳ (mm) are themeans of
predicted and observed rainfall, respectively, and n is the total
number of data points. The value of r ranges between [−1, 1],
where −1 represents a perfect negative linear association,
0 denote no linear association, and 1 represents a perfect
positive linear association. Higher the value of r, better the
model performance.
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FIGURE 7. Average RMSE obtained for multi-step-ahead (1-day to 5-day) rainfall prediction during training and testing period using (a) hybrid
Conv1D-MLP, (b) deep MLP and (c) SVR. The error bar shows the range (maximum to minimum) of the metric for each lead time obtained from 7 folds.

FIGURE 8. Average NSE obtained for multi-step-ahead (1-day to 5-day) rainfall prediction during training and testing period using (a) hybrid
Conv1D-MLP, (b) deep MLP and (c) SVR. The error bar shows the range (maximum to minimum) of the metric for each lead time obtained from 7 folds.

RMSE is used frequently to measure the difference
between observed and predicted values. It is always positive
and a lower RMSE indicate a better model performance.
RMSE is expressed as:

RMSE =

√√√√√ n∑
t=1

(
Yt − Y ′t

)2
n

(2)

NSE is used to measure the efficiency of the proposed
model [57]. The value NSE is computed by the eq. (3).

NSE = 1−

n∑
t=1

(
Yt − Y ′t

)2
n∑
t=1

(
Yt − Ȳ

)2 (3)

NSE ranges between (−∞ , 1]. A value greater than 0
indicates a better efficiency of the model as compared to a
value equal to 0 that signifies the predicted values are as good
as the mean of the observed values. NSE values less than zero
indicates an unacceptable model performance.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. MODEL PARAMETERS/CONFIGURATIONS
Several network architectures were evaluated by varying
model parameters (viz. number of hidden layers, number
of filters, kernel size, pooling size, and dropout percentage)
and optimizing several hyperparameters (viz. learning rate,
batch size, number of epochs, loss functions, and activation
functions) in order to ascertain the best possible architectural
configuration. The finalized architecture of the proposed
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TABLE 1. Configurations of the proposed hybrid Conv1D-MLP model. Please refer Fig. 2 for a pictorial representation of different layers.

hybrid model comprises of ten layers (Fig. 2). Details of the
finalized configurations are shown in Table 1.

The entire set of nine causal variables (also known as input
features) are fed as input to the first layer. The input shape
consists of 5 previous time steps (days) with nine features,
arranged in a single row. The first and second layer added
to the model are Conv1D layers. The convolutional layers
help to identify the pattern and excerpt hidden information
in the input data [50]. The first and second Conv1D layers
comprise of 120 and 96 filters, respectively. Kernel size of
1 and ReLU activation functions are used in these layers.
Kernel size represents the height of a filter and a threshold
value (bias) is set so that the output from a unit (also known
as neuron) moves to the next layer if value of the activation
function crosses the threshold value. The third layer is a
dropout layer. It prevents overfitting and also helps to improve
the performance of the model [52]. The dropout value is set
as 0.20, i.e., 20 percent of neurons will be dropped from
the second layer. The fourth and fifth layers are also the
Conv1D layers, comprising of 72 and 48 filters, respectively.
These layers also have the same kernel size and activation
function as that of the previous Conv1D layers.

Subsequently, another dropout layer with dropout value of
0.20 is added as a sixth layer to the model. After providing a
successive one dimension convolutional and dropout layers,
a flatten layer is added as a seventh layer to the model.
It receives the multidimensional input from the previous layer
and converts them into a one-dimensional array. Further,
the eighth and ninth layers added to the model are fully
connected dense layers that are configured with 200 and
100 neurons, respectively. Finally, the output layer (tenth
layer), consisting of five neurons, is added to the model.
These five neurons are the 1-day to 5-day-ahead predicted
values of rainfall.

Next, a batch size of 365 and 180 number of epochs
are selected for training the aforementioned hybrid model

architecture by trial and error method. The architecture uses
theMean Absolute Error (MAE) to calculate the loss function
and efficient Adam version of stochastic gradient descent [30]
with modified value of learning rate (5× 10−5) for selecting
the best possible configuration.

An example of gradual change of the loss function over
epochs is shown in Fig. 3 for the station Navi-Mumbai. It is
found that the values of the loss function during training and
testing are comparable at epoch 180. This ensures no over-
fitting/underfitting during the training process. It is checked
for all other stations before selecting 180 as the number of
epochs.

Themodel configurationwas retained same during training
and testing combinations for all the seven-folds. After suc-
cessful completion of training, the input of the testing dataset
was fed into the model to measure the model performance.

B. MODEL PERFORMANCE
Model performance (viz. r, RMSE and NSE) across all the
7 folds in case of 1-day-ahead rainfall prediction at all twelve
cities are summarized in Table 2. It may be noted that the val-
ues of the reported performance metrics in Table 2 are aver-
aged across all the folds. While checking fold-wise results
(not reported), it was noticed that the performances during
training and testing are comparable with training/testing per-
formancemarginally better than testing/training. This ensures
that the model is neither overtrained nor undertrained.

Performance metrics for the proposed hybrid Conv1D-
MLP model and other two models (deep MLP and SVR)
are presented side by side for comparison. First, deep MLP
and SVR are compared among themselves. It is noticed that
in case of deep MLP, the average RMSE values range from
5.89 to 19.92, average r values range from 0.4 to 0.72,
and average NSE values range from 0.16 to 0.51 during the
training period of the deep MLP model. During the testing
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TABLE 2. Performance statistics viz. r , RMSE and NSE respectively from
top to bottom (averaged across different folds) at different cities.

period, these values are slightly less and range from 5.89 to
19.87, 0.39 to 0.72, and 0.14 to 0.51, respectively. In case
of SVR, NSE values obtained during the training as well as
the testing period at Akola, Aurangabad, Chandrapur, Latur,
Nagpur and Nanded cities are below zero, indicating mean of
observed rainfall would have been a better prediction than the
modeled value. Also, for the rest of the cities, the performance
of deep MLP was found better in terms of all three metrics.

Thus, in general, performance of the deep MLP is better than
SVR.

Next, the performance of proposed Conv1D-MLP model
is compared against both deep MLP and SVR. In contrast
to these models, the performance of the proposed hybrid
Conv1D-MLP model is better. The improvements vary from
marginally to reasonably across the cities. The average r value
ranges from 0.41 to 0.76, average NSE values range from
0.17 to 0.58 and average RMSE values range from 5.85 to
17.61 during the training period whereas, during the testing
period these values range from 0.41 to 0.76, 0.17 to 0.57 and
5.81 to 17.45 respectively. Evidently the performance of the
hybrid Conv1D-MLP is better at all cities.

In particular, the range of daily rainfall is captured by the
proposed hybrid model, whereas the performance of deep
MLP and SVR is not able to capture the same. It is reflected
through the high RMSE values and scatter plots between
observed and predicted rainfall by the two models. One such
case at Navi-Mumbai is considered and comparative scatter
plots are shown at 1-day-ahead prediction for fold 1 as testing
period and rest as training period (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5). Results
for other folds as testing periods (and rests as training period)
are shown in the supplementary document (Figs. 1 to 12).
These figures show that the deep MLP and SVR models are
not able to predict rainfall values exceeding 150 mm and
180 mm respectively during the testing period. In contrast,
the hybrid of Conv1D-MLP is able to predict at least some
of the extreme rainfall values indicating a better way of
capturing the range of observed rainfall.

Next, the results for prediction with other lead times
(2-day to 5-day-ahead) are explored. Average values of all the
three metrics, their range (maximum and minimum) across
all the seven folds during training and testing periods for
different lead times are computed. For discussion, a typical
plot of r, RMSE and NSE values with maximum and mini-
mum values as an error bar are presented in Figs. 6, 7 and 8,
respectively, for the station Navi Mumbai. It is noticed that
the performance during training and testing is comparable,
ensuring no overfitting/underfitting during model training for
all the lead times. Secondly, the model performance gradually
decreases with the increase in the lead time of prediction, i.e.,
1-day to 5-day-ahead predictions. However, the performance
of Conv1D-MLP is reasonably good even at 5-days-ahead
prediction with the range of r as 0.25 to 0.55, RMSE as 6.6 to
24.19, and NSE as 0.28 to 0.11 during the testing period. It is
also found that the performance of the hybrid Conv1D-MLP
model is better than other models (deep MLP and SVR) for
all the lead times.

V. CONCLUSION
This study presents the potential of a proposed hybrid DL
approach, namely hybrid Conv1D-MLP model, for multi-
step-ahead (1-day to 5-day in advance) prediction of daily
rainfall using GCM simulated meteorological variables as
inputs. The performance of two existing models, viz. deep
MLP and SVR, are compared with the proposed model at
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different stations located in different climate regimes in terms
of rainfall characteristics. Following conclusions are drawn
from the study:

• Deep learning has the potential to capture the non-linear
relationship between the causal variables and rainfall
variability. Therefore, it can be effectively used for its
prediction with a couple of days in advance.

• Simulated meteorological variables by climate models
can be beneficially used for better rainfall prediction
than the climate models itself exploiting the potential
of deep learning approach. This is even more beneficial
considering the fact that the observed data of meteo-
rological variables are either not available or sparsely
available at many places.

• The correspondence between the observed and the pre-
dicted rainfall is better than the correspondence between
the observed and the GCM simulated rainfall magnitude.
This can be considered as the potential of the hybrid
Conv1D-MLP in improving the rainfall prediction.

• The performance of the hybrid Conv1D-MLP model is
better than the deep MLP and SVR model. It is further
noticed that the extreme daily rainfall magnitudes are
better captured by the hybridmodel as compared to other
models. In particular, daily rainfall magnitude greater
than 200 mm is better captured by the hybrid Conv1D-
MLP model as compared to the deep MLP and SVR
model. Thus, the hybrid Conv1D-MLP model may be
a better choice, considering the extreme rainfall events.

• It is also noticed that the performance of hybrid Conv1D-
MLP model gradually reduces as the prediction lead
time increases from 1-day to 5-day-ahead. This is as per
expectation, however, it is noticed that the performance
of Conv1D-MLP is reasonably good even at 5-days-
ahead prediction. In general, the predictions obtained
from proposed hybrid DL model can be helpful in agri-
culture, irrigation scheduling, and even flooding due to
heavy rainfall.

There is a scope to apply the hybrid DL approach for simula-
tion of rainfall field instead of point rainfall (as demonstrated
in this paper). This is kept as the future scope of this study.
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